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1 Introduction
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Research (SBIR) grants

program are themselves ideas. These institutions have evolved over time to promote an
efficient allocation of resources, but it is almost surely the case that better institutions
better ideas
Charles Jones 2005

Utility models and short-term patents are intellectual property rights, which are especially
designed to protect minor and improvement inventions. They are generally referred to as
second tier patent protection instruments3. They supplement patent system as innovation
policy instruments and they may be used as alternative protection methods for technical
inventions. Second tier patent protection has been considered especially beneficial for
developing countries since it can be used as a learning device in technological catching up
process (Kim et al. 2012, Suthersanen 2006), but to my knowledge there exists no empirical
evidence of its benefits for advanced economies. In fact, increasing number of authors has
questioned the need for such systems in advanced economies especially due to the potential
legal uncertainty, which unexamined patent rights may create (e.g. Janis 1999, Björkwall
2009, Königer 2009, Bielig 2012).
Second tier patent protection systems differ between countries4 and jurisdictions but the
main differences relative to patent protection are shorter period of protection (generally 610 years), lower application costs and less stringent patentability requirements (Kim et al.
2012)5. Furthermore, the pendency time from application to grant is usually much shorter
than in case of patents because in most jurisdictions there is no examination for novelty and
inventive step. Probably due to the lack of international harmonization, the share of resident
applicants of total utility model applications worldwide was as high as 98.1% in 2012 (see
I
model and short-term patent system.
4
According to WIPO(2013) around 75 countries provide protection for utility models.
5
For an overview see W
B
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https://innovationpolicyplatform.org/content/utility-models?topic-filters=12277.
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WIPO 2013, pp. 92-95)6. Thus, second tier patent protection is mainly a protection method
for domestic firms and individuals.
The first second tier patent protection system, which still is in place, was introduced in
Germany in 1891 to fill the gap between design and patent protection (Commission 1995,
Janis 1999, Suthersanen et al. 2006)7. Since then, many countries have adopted some sort of
second tier patent protection system8 to create incentives to invest in R&D of minor
inventions. However, still after over 120 years of practice, the empirical evidence on the
effectiveness of second tier patent protection systems is scarce and the relationship with
patent protection remains obscure (Janis 1999, Kim et al. 2012). According to Janis (1999)

, since TRIPS does not explicitly mention it and leaves WTO members with freedom
to formulate their own second tier patent regimes as they see fit (see also Königer 2009,
Boztosun 2010). The result is a lack of harmonization and very scarce empirical evidence on
the functioning of second tier patent protection systems. It remains especially unclear
whether advanced economies actually need second tier patent protection to supplement
normal patent protection in order to boost innovative activity.
This paper aims to shed light on the interaction between domestic first and second tier
patent systems by providing empirical evidence on the abolition of the Dutch short-term
patent system in June 2008. As the trend in harmonisation of patent protection has been the
strengthening of IPRs (see e.g. Ginarte & Park 1998, Mazzoleni & Nelson 1998, Sakakibara &
Branstetter 2001, Gallini 2000, Moser 2005, Qian 2007, Park 2008, Lerner 2009), the case of
Netherlands provides a rare opportunity to study weakening of an IPR system. As we do not
observe a counterfactual, i.e the Netherlands with short-term patent protection after the
abolition, synthetic control method (Abadie & Gardeazabal 2003, Abadie, Diamond &
Hainmueller 2010, 2014) is applied to construct one in order to investigate the treatment
effect of Dutch

abolition on domestic patenting activity.

6

It should be noted t
are Chinese and in China the share
of non-resident utility model applications in 2012 was 0.8% whereas in e.g. Germany the share was 22.9% (see
WIPO 2013).
7
According to Janis (1999) the 1891 German utility model regime was originally conceived as a form of design
protection.
8
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The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 the economics of the second tier patent
protection is discussed, section 3 presents the case of the Dutch short-term patent system
abolition and section 4 concludes.

2 Economics of second tier patent protection

P

[are] both set out to protect technical inventions, so that
friction between the t
European Commission (1995)

This section discusses the role of second tier patent protection institutions as parts of
national innovation systems and their relationship with normal patent institutions. Some
strategic considerations are also presented.
The effect of patents on innovative activity has been one of the most controversial topics in
economics. Although there exist some evidence of positive association between the strength
of intellectual property rights and economic growth (e.g. Gould & Gruben 1996) several
previous empirical studies find no or little evidence on the positive association between
strengthening patent protection and the rate of innovation (Sakakibara & Branstetter 2001,
Qian 2007, Lerner 2009)9. Notwithstanding, one of the central arguments advocating
strengthening of IPR systems is that stronger patents presumably promote innovative
activity of domestic firms (Branstetter 2004). While the effect of patents on innovative
activity is generally disputable, the empirical evidence on benefits of second tier patent
protection in advanced economies remains non-existent.
Patent protection solves a part of the information paradox (Arrow 1962), creating incentives
to create and diffuse technological knowledge. Patents also enable trade and licensing
activity of exclusive rights: by defining boundaries of intellectual property rights, they may

9

For example, Lerner (2009) using data on 177 events of patent policy changes in a sample of 60 countries
during past 150 years finds that strengthening of local patent laws has not increased domestic patent
applications, whereas it has significantly increased patenting by foreigners in the reforming country.
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decrease transaction costs in licensing technological knowledge (e.g. Arora 1995). The most
common motivation for second tier patent protection systems is the need to foster
innovation activity of SMEs by providing faster, cheaper and simpler protection than patent
system provides (AIPPI 1986, European Commission 1995, Janis 1999, Suthersanen 2006,
Björkwall 2009). Another argued justification is the shortening of product life cycles (e.g.
European Commission 1995). The basic argument in advocacy of utility model system is that
it creates greater incentives and opportunities for individual inventors and entrepreneurs to
pursue minor inventive activity and incremental R&D and adapt it to local production needs
(Kim et al. 2012). In the context of technological catch up Kim et al. (2012) found using
Korean firm level data that technologically lagging firms may use utility model protected
subsequent
development of patentable inventions.
Introduction of a second tier patent protection system can be interpreted as a loosening of
the patentability criteria with respect to inventive step (cf. van Dijk 1996): a larger set of
inventions then satisfies inventive step requirement. As a result, inventions that do not fulfil
the inventive step requirement of patents may be registered as utility models or short-term
patents. Van Dijk (1996) refers to inventive step and novelty requirements, which define the
set of inventions that are novel and inventive enough to be patented, as

10

.

Patent height can be adjusted either directly by loosening the inventive step requirement of
patents or indirectly by introducing second tier patent protection system. It is a question of
empirics, whether one single or two complementary institutions provide a better outcome.
From the rejection rates of patents we know that there are several patent applications, in
which the invention does not satisfy patentability requirements. When second tier patent
protection is in place, these applications can be changed to utility model or short-term
patent applications. In several jurisdictions it is possible to file both patent application and
utility model application for the same invention at the same time: Utility model provides
faster protection for the invention and becomes void if the patent with the same priority is
eventually granted after examination (Björkwall 2009, Bielig 2012). According to Commission
10

Van Dijk (1996) explains
Breadth restricts the practice of copying patented products, one could say by setting a maximum number of
product characteristics that are allowed to be imitated. Height forms a restriction for improvement by requiring
a minimum number of new product characteristics.
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(1995, p.22) the possibility to file a utility model simultaneously with patent application in
order to get protection for the pendency period was reported equally important with other
reasons to apply for utility model
value. Moreover, patents and utility models can also be substitutes for inventions with low
expected life cycles.
There exists evidence that utility models may have promoted innovation activity in
countries, which are in catching up-phase. Kim et al. (2012) find that utility model protection
is insignificantly related to GDP per capita growth in high income countries and only in
middle-income countries it has a positive association. Maskus & McDaniel (1999) show that
technology diffusion through utility model applications had a positive impact on Japan's
post-war productivity growth and also that patent applications led to further utility model
applications. However, after reaching certain level of technology both Japan and Korea made
policy changes that allocated the attention from utility models to patents i.e. from imitative
innovations to more radical innovations. As Moser (2005) has demonstrated, patent systems
may have an important role in directing innovative activity. Similarly, the second tier patent
R D

protection may allocat

more radical inventions to incremental and imitative ones because second tier patent
protection increases appropriability of imitative inventions relative to patentable inventions.
Although utility models are often considered as an especially appropriate IPR for developing
countries (Suthersanen 2006, Kim et al. 2012), utility model protection is provided also in
several advanced economies: in 2014 of 34 OECD countries 24 and of 28 European Union
countries 21 had some type of second tier patent protection system in place (either utility
model, short-term patent or equivalent). Those developed countries that do not offer some
type of IPR for minor inventions are actually in minority. Appendix 1 presents a table of
OECD countries and their second tier patent protection systems.
The global trends in the number of utility models (figure 1) indicate that Japan and Korea
exploited intensively utility model protection during their technological catching up phase.
Currently, China seems to be following similar strategy as the tremendous growth in Chinese
utility model applications can be seen in figure 1. According to WIPO (2013) an
overwhelming majority (89.4%) of worldwide total utility model applications originated from
6

China in 2012 and of 837500 applications in 2012 only 87200 were filed outside China. On
the contrary, the growth in European utility model applications has been quite modest11.
Figure 1 shows that number of German applications has decreased whereas the number of
applications in other European countries has increased reflecting the active adoption of
utility model systems during 1990s.
[Figure 1 about here]
It is an open question, whether developed countries actually need second tier patent
protection as a supplement for normal patent protection to foster innovation activity. The
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Israel and Switzerland are
examples of advanced economies, which have never had a second tier patent protection
system in place. However, Janis (1999) points out that the US and the UK de facto had
second tier patent protection during certain periods of the 20 th century. In the UK nonexistent examination of inventive step under Patents Act of 1949 led inventions with very
low level of inventive step to be patented and similarly in the US the applied nonobviousness requirement at the USPTO was very low (Janis 1999). A separate second tier
patent protection system might be preferred to a patent protection with very low nonobviousness because maximum duration of a utility model or a short-term patent is
generally much shorter than that of a patent and therefore the period of exclusion would be
more limited.
Patents are not absolute and iron clad rights to exclude competitors although many
theoretical models assume so but rather they provide the patent holder with a right to try
to exclude others from commercially utilizing the protected invention (Lemley & Shapiro
2005). Utility models, which in most jurisdictions are granted without any examination for
novelty and inventive step, are even more uncertain with respect to their validity than
examined patents. The required lower inventive step for utility models is very challenging to
11

One reason for low rate of utility model system utilization might be lacking awareness. Suthersanen (2006)
emphasizes that high utility model activity in Germany is related to the fact that German industry is very
knowledgeable of their IPR regime. Also one policy recommendation of Suthersanen (2006) is that introduction
includes increasing awareness by e.g. training programs, helpdesk services, web and print literat
inform
potential users of how the new system works, and how it differs from existing standard patent and designs
T
w of Australian petty patent system (ACIP 1995) states that patent attorneys rarely advised
their clients to apply a petty patent because a standard patent is not much more expensive and it provides
protection for a much longer term.
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define12. Examination at the patent office ensures on average some level of quality for
patents but in case of most utility model systems there is not this kind of verification. As a
result, boundaries of property rights are uncertain and not verified at all. Due to this fact
many jurisdictions require plaintiff to pay for examination of the utility model before it can
sue claimed infringers. According to Janis (1999) the costs of this uncertainty seem to be
protection proposals including
European Commission s (1995) proposal for a community utility model.
There is a risk that increasing number of utility models leads to an increased uncertainty
over boundaries of intellectual property rights and hinder subsequent R&D and innovative
activity. As has been demonstrated in the case of patents, too many fragmented and
overlapping property rights may lead to a tragedy of the anticommons (Heller & Eisenberg
1998). Interestingly, we do
applications in order to create uncertainty for potential entrants and competitors. Maybe
the fact that in most utility model regimes the protectable subject matter is much more
limited for utility models than for patents explains partly why we do not observe utility
model races13. It is also interesting that the USPTO has been often criticized for granting
dubious patents (e.g. Jaffe & Lerner 2004), but much less attention has been paid to
uncertainty created by second tier patent protection14.
In strategic patenting literature defensive patenting is often mentioned as one patenting
motive (e.g. Somaya 2012). The aim of the firms that patent defensively is mainly to retain
their freedom to operate and block others from patenting (Somaya 2012). To my knowledge,
there exist no studies focusing on defensive uses of utility models, although utility models
would seem to perfectly fit defensive and pre-emptive patenting strategies (see Guellec et
al. 2012). By filing utility models on substitute inventions firms may ensure their freedom to
operate and deter entry of potential competitors by increasing their risks and uncertainty.
12

For example in Irish patent law a valid short-term patent requires the invention to be "not clearly lacking an
inventive step".
13
For example in most second tier patent protection regimes software does not belong to the protectable
subject matter. However, the heterogeneities between systems are again highlighted by the fact that e.g. in
Austria software can be protected by utility models.
14
The adoption of second tier patent protection was rejected in the UK and in Sweden because of expected
uncertainty it would create. Also the Dutch short-term patent system was ultimately abolished for the same
reason (ROW1995b 2007). Björkwall (2009) criticizes the uncertainty, which non-examined utility models
create for competitors, in the context of Finnish, Danish and German utility model systems.
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This is an alternative strategy to filing a patent application and subsequently withdrawing it
after it has been published (Guellec et al. 2012). Both published patent application and
registered utility models add to prior art, which must be considered when novelty of new
patent applications is examined at a patent office (Guellec et al. 2012). Thus, competitors
cannot anymore patent those inventions

-

.

At the national level, a second tier patent protection system provides countries with a
strategic opportunity to circumvent TRIPS agreement in protection of technical inventions
and design the system to ref
needs. For instance, in Spain the novelty requirement has been relative instead of absolute
(European Commission 1995, p.8 and p.34) so that inventions that are new in Spain but not
globally new could have been protected within Spanish utility model system. Similarly in
Germany the

G

t been an obstacle for valid

utility model protection (see e.g. Königer 2009, European Commission 1995, p.8). In
Germany and Austria six months grace period has been applied to utility models whereas
grace period is not generally applied to patents in Europe15. As was already mentioned,
Japan, Korea and China provide evidence that a second tier patent protection system can be
effectively used during technological catch up phase as a learning device. In the future it will
be interesting to see, whether India will follow a similar path16.

3 The case of the Dutch short-term patent system abolition
3.1 Background
The major project of the European Union has been the creation of an effective single
market17. Over the past decades the harmonization process has constantly progressed in
many dimensions but patent protection has been one of the most challenging issues.
European Commission (1985) has stated: D
“
WIPO
http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en
16
“
Govt mulls IPR courts to fast-track cases http://indianexpress.com/article/business/economy/govtmulls-ipr-courts-to-fast-track-cases/. Accessed 1.12.2014.
17
T E
goods and undistorted competition (see Commission 1985). According to European Commissions single market
he overriding aim of Community action in the field of intellectual property is to
achieve free circulation of goods which are covered by intellectual or industrial property rights C
1993, p.32).
15
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direct and negative impact on intra-Community trade and on the ability of enterprises to
treat the common market as a single environment for th

Also the

ultimate objective of the European Patent Convention, which was signed in 1973 and
became effective in 1977, was to create a community patent that would cover the whole
area of member states as in the US (Harhoff et al. 2009). Since 1977, the number of EPC
contracting state has increased from 7 to 38 in 2014. Simultaneously the European patent
has replaced direct applications to national patent offices in significant amounts18.
Introduction of second tier patent protection systems in EU member countries seem to have
been closely linked to the European integration process. Since 1985, most of old and new EU
members have adopted second tier patent protection systems19, the Netherlands among
them in 1995. The year 1992 was particular as seven European countries introduced second
tier patent protection systems that year. In the beginning of the same year Maastricht treaty
(Treaty on European Union) was signed and the EU was created. A few years after European
Commission suggested a community utility model for the single market (European
Commission 1995). However, this project ended when the member countries suspended the
utility model directive in 2000 because they wanted to put the priority on the Community
patent20. Therefore, still in 2014 member countries have their own national patent offices,
own patent territories and there are no harmonized second tier patent protection systems in
the single market. Transaction costs to obtain an EU wide patent protection remain high:
having many IPR regimes results in stacking of application (including also translation costs),
maintenance as well as enforcement costs21.

Hall & H
behaviour as they substitute domestic patents with EPO patents whereas the authors observe no discernible
effect among domestic applicants in terms of domestic patent applications. The level of substitution between
direct national patent applications and EPO patent applications depends presumably on various factors, major
factors being relative prices, expected grant rate and pendency. Furthermore, the more EPO countries, in
which an applicant wants her invention to be protected, the higher the likelihood that the chosen filing channel
is EPO and not national patent offices.
19
See appendix 1, which includes countries that are both OECD and EU members.
20
The work on this proposal was suspended in March 2000, because of the difficulty of reaching agreement
on some basic problems raised by the proposal and the priority which the majority of Member States attached
to a Community patent. E
C
3)
21
European patents granted by European Patent Office (EPO) decreases stacking of applications but in general
obtaining patent protection in the EU is a much more expensive operation than obtaining a patent in the US or
in Japan (Harhoff et al. 2009).
18
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Suthersanen et al. (2006) classified European utility model systems into three regimes: three
dimensional regime (Italy, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Portugal, Spain), German regime
(Germany and Austria) and patent regime (Belgium, Ireland, the Netherlands [until 2008],
France). Since then, many countries have amended their second tier patent legislation and
the Netherlands abolished the system completely. The United Kingdom, Sweden, Luxemburg
and the Netherlands are pre-2004 EU member countries without second tier patent
protection as of 2014. In 2004 EU enlarged by 10 new member countries, of which Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia have second tier patent protection
systems in place in 2014 whereas Malta, Cyprus, Latvia and Lithuania do not. Of the latest
members, Bulgaria and Romania (EU members since 2007) provide utility model protection
but Croatia (EU member since 2013) does not. All these different national regimes reflect the
complexity of the European IPR environment. Indeed, it requires a lot of effort to learn all
the national peculiarities and it should be noted that 99% of European firms are small and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs), which have a limited budget to consult experts in IPR
issues22.
The Netherlands is a unique case as it is the only country, which has abolished its second tier
patent protection contradicting the harmonization process of European IPR systems 23. The
Dutch short-term patent system ( zesjarige octrooi ) was in place between 1/1995 and
6/2008. It was originally introduced in order to provide SMEs with a simple, cheap and fast
protection for their inventions, when the Dutch patent system was reformed in 1995 (ROW
1995a, 2006 p.viii and p.11). The main difference between the Dutch short-term patent
system and other European second tier patent protection systems was that it required
inventions to satisfy full patentability standards in order the patent to be valid and had
maximum duration of six years24 25. In March 2006, the abolition of the short-term patent
22

INNOVACCESS A European Network of National Intellectual Property Offices provides information of
European IPR regimes in a centralized manner. See http://www.innovaccess.eu/.
23
Interestingly, this was not the first time the Netherlands abolished part of its patent institution: in 1869 the
Netherlands abolished patent system (Moser 2005). According to Penrose (1951) patent laws were at odds
with the Netherlands commitment to free trade (Moser 2005).
24
Also Belgium and France share the same characteristics. Although Suthersanen (2006) classifies Ireland to the
I
-term patent protection does not require the same inventive step as
patents and its maximum length is 10 years.
25
At the moment a major caveat of the study is missing price time series of patents and utility models. Prices
affect the demand and dynamic cross-elasticity of demand between patents and utility models. For instance de
Rassenfosse & van Pottelsberghe (2012) found the price elasticity of demand for patents to be -0.3 i.e. 10%
increase of price decreases patent applications by 3%.
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system was suggested in an evaluation report of the Dutch Pa

A

ROW

by the Ministry of the Economy (ROW1995a 2006) and the decision to abolish the system in
2008 was announced at the end of February 2007 (ROW 1995b 2007). The main argued
reason for the abolition was legal uncertainty that unexamined property rights created.
There was a view that the patent office granted unexamined patents, which created also
confusion between normal patents and short-term patents26.
A peculiarity of the Dutch system was that applications of patent applicants, who did not
request novelty search report within 13 months from application date, were automatically
granted six years short-term patents after 18 months from application (ROW1995a, 2007
p.15 and p.32). Due to this fact short-term patent applications cannot be easily distinguished
from normal patent applications in statistics, which complicates the analysis. Therefore
figure 2 illustrates the popularity of short-term patent protection by presenting the numbers
of domestic patent and short-term patent grants instead of applications27.
[Figure 2 about here]
On average, there were about 600 short-term patent grants per year which is roughly fourth
of annual patents granted by the Dutch patent office. In Dutch Patent Act 1995 patent
application costs were decreased and the application process was made more rapid28, which
probably explain the strong growth in the number of patents granted after 1995. In official
documents of the Dutch Ministry of the Economy it was estimated that 75% of annual 600
short-term patent applicants would shift to apply for 20 years patents (ROW1995b 2007,
p.13). As figure 2 displays patent grants and not applications, we cannot verify this change in
structure of national patent applications. There is always lag from application to grant.
Nevertheless, figure 2 shows that the number of domestic normal patent grants increased

26

In order to decrease this kind of confusion, the Irish review of the Patent Act 1992 suggested to change the
name of Irish short-term patent to utility model. See:
http://www.djei.ie/publications/ria/2012RIAReviewPatentsAct1992.pdf
27
For the number of EPO patent applications see figure 2 on page 7 of ROW1995a (2006). I do not have
INPADOC extension to PATSTAT database, so I am missing data on designated countries of EPO patent
applications and validated countries of EPO patent grants.
28
According to an anonymous expert source, the system was establish in response to increased importance of
European patent office, which at that time had lower patenting requirements than Dutch patent office and was
therefore reducing the number of domestic patent applications. Also (ROW1995a) states that the possibility to
apply for patents through EPO decreased domestic patent applications. Hall & Helmers (2012) have
documented the negative impact of joining EPO on national direct patent applications.
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after abolition of the short-term patent system indicating that applicants might have shifted
from short-term patents to normal patents.
As pointed out in the previous section, the main argument against utility model systems is
the legal uncertainty it may create due to lack of prior examination at the patent office (Janis
1999, Björkwall 2009). Expected legal uncertainty was the reason why the UK rejected
adoption of a utility model system in 1986 (European Commission 1995, pp.56-57) and EU
member states suspended the utility model directive in 2000 (European Commission 2002,
p.6)29. Finally, the abolition of Dutch utility model system in June 2008 was motivated
exactly by the legal uncertainty unexamined short-patents created (ROW 1995b 2007, p.10).

3.2 The synthetic control method
In brief, the synthetic control method facilitates comparative case studies with small
samples and when no single untreated unit provides a good comparison for the unit
affected by the treatment or event of interest A

D

H

). It

was introduced by Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) and was further developed by Abadie,
Diamond & Heinmueller (2010). The method has been applied for instance to study the
effect of terrorism on economic growth (Abadie & Gardeazabal 2003), the effect of smoking
law change on cigarette consumption (Abadie et al. 2010), the effect of Germany
reunification on economic growth (Abadie et al. 2014) and the effect of economic
liberalization on economic growth (Billmeier & Nannicini 2013). To my knowledge, this study
is the first to apply SCM to investigate a change in patent policy30.
In studies, which focus on estimating country level effects of policy changes, the number of
potential control countries is always very limited. In case of national IPR system, the
availability of appropriate control countries is even more limited due to many interacting
institutions and confounding factors31. In these cases regression-based methods such as
difference-in-differences design are infeasible and researchers tend to prefer qualitative

29

One reason for this was that member countries wanted to focus on promoting more important Community
patent (Björkwall 2009). Janis (1999) also emphasized that efforts to harmonize utility model system may have
taken attention from more important topics such as Community patent.
30
Although Moser (2005) cites Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) and applies similar method.
31
Original idea of the paper was to study effects of introduction of utility model system on domestic patenting
activity in advanced economies. After studying institutional frameworks more in detail, it turned out that
countries adoption of utility model systems was so linked to other harmonization processes such as joining EPO
that the set of appropriate potential control countries shrinked to a handful.
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case study methods. Synthetic control method provides a way to fill in the gap between
quantitative and qualitative research approaches (Abadie, Diamond & Hainmueller 2014).
The implementation of SCM is straightforward. We observe a panel of J+1 countries, of
which first one is exposed to the treatment (the Netherlands) and J are not, over T periods.
Y1 and Y0 are the outcome variable values for the treated and non-treated countries
respectively. These J countries serve as potential controls and any weighted average of nonexposed countries is considered as a potential control. Let W be a (J x 1) vector of positive
weights given to non-treated countries that sum to one. Each choice of W represents a
weighted average of the available control countries i.e. a synthetic control for the treated
country. Let T0 be the number of pre-treatment periods.
Let X1 = ( ,

) be a (k x 1) vector of pre-treatment characteristics

)

outcome variable values (Y in every pre-treatment period) of the treated unit and X0 to be (k
x J) vector of the same values of control countries respectively. Vector Z consists of matching
variables, which are meant to be predictors of post-treatment outcomes and they should not
be affected by the treatment (Abadie, Diamond & Hainmueller 2014). In other words there
should not be an anticipation effect. The aim is to match values of these characteristics as
closely as possible between the treated and the synthetic control.
The discrepancy between the actual and the synthetic Netherlands is given by X 1 X0W. The
vector of weights W* is chosen to minimize (X1 X0W V X1 X0W) subject to wj
J

1

J

= 1 where V is a (k x k) symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix.

Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) and Abadie, Diamond & Hainmueller (2010) suggest choosing
V matrix, which minimizes the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) of the outcome
variable in the pre-treatment period and that approach is applied here. Vector W* (J x 1)
defines the combination of control countries, which best resembles treated country in pretreatment period. An estimate of the treatment effect is calculated by comparing posttreatment values of the treated actual unit against the values of synthetic control in chosen
point of time t after the treatment:

W

.

3.3 Data
We use monthly and annual country-level panel data for the period from December 2002 to
December 2011. The Dutch short-term patent system was abolished in June 2008, but to
14

account for the possible anticipation effect, the pre-treatment period is defined to end on
February 2007 when the decision of the abolition was published32. The length of pretreatment period is therefore 51 months (12/2002-2/2007) and post-treatment period 58
months (3/2007-12/2011).
The outcome variable is the number of patent and second tier patent applications filed at
the Dutch patent office per month scaled by average population (millions) for the studied
time period. This variable reflects the number of exclusive rights, which were applied to
protect technical inventions. EPO

PCT

tent applications are excluded as

international protection is probably applied for more valuable inventions33. The patent data
PAT“TAT

is extracted from European pa

opulation numbers are

from OECD.
The set of potential controls34 consists of European countries, which were members of
OECD, the EU and EPO and which had some type of second tier patent protection system in
place in the beginning of the pre-treatment (12/2002). These criteria ensure a certain level
of institutional similarity. The 11 countries are Finland, Denmark, Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain35. See appendix 1 for a table, which
presents years of second tier patent protection system adoption in OECD countries.
Although there exist certain differences across national second tier patent protection
systems, it is assumed that the systems are comparable in their number of domestic patent
and second tier patent applications per population. The evaluation of the Dutch 1995 patent
reform (ROW1995a, p.18) itself suggests that short-term patent systems of France, Belgium

32

th

The decision was published on the 28 of February 2007 (ROW1995b 2007). In robustness checks also other
alternatives for treatment timing were considered. The evaluation of ROW1995 already suggested the abolition
in March 2006. See section 3.4.
33
W
PAT“TAT INPADOC extension, which includes information about designated and validated
countries of international applications (EPO and PCT). In case of EPO the practice has been to designate all
countries since 1999 because if more than eight countries are designated, there are no additional costs for
designating more countries (Eaton et al. 2003, Harhoff et al. 2009).
34
A
35
Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovenia and Slovak Republic met the presented criteria after they joined
st
EPO during the first years of the new Millennium and the EU on the 1 of May 2004. They are not considered in
the main analysis since joining the EPO probably affected strongly the substitution between direct national
patent applications and EPO applications (see Hall & Helmers 2012). Hungary, Poland and Turkey are
considered as potential controls in robustness checks.
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and the Netherlands should be considered as offering an equivalent protection to utility
models36.
In SCM predictor variables should predict post-treatment period outcomes (exclusive rights
per million of population) as closely as possible. Following prior literature (Porter & Stern
2000, Qian 2007, Kim et al. 2012) we use conventional predictors for the number of patent
applications: R&D intensity (alternatively total R&D expenditure or full time equivalent R&D
employees in robustness checks), GDP per capita (constant 2005 PPP prices), share of
industrial employees of total population, average years of schooling (of population older
than 25 years, Barro & Lee 2013), IPR index (Ginarte & Park 1997, Park 2008), trade
openness and economic freedom index (Gwartney et al. 2014). Annual values within pretreatment period 2002-2006 are available for R&D measures, GDP per capita, population
and share of industrial employment and they are averaged. For schooling, IPR index, trade
openness and economic freedom the value of 2005 is used.
These variables are generally used in knowledge or ideas production functions (e.g. Porter &
Stern 2000) in which number of patents is interpreted as a proxy for innovations. Here the
interpretation is a bit different: the interest simply lies in the number of applied exclusive
rights. Filing a patent application is a strategic decision and the aim here is to understand
how the abolition of a complementing institution affects the filing behaviour of applicants.
R&D intensity (and other R&D measures) and share of industrial employees are proxies for
the effort to produce patentable inventions. GDP per capita (purchasing power), population
(market size) and economic freedom index reflect the expected returns from patenting.
Similarly IPR index is a proxy for expected returns from patenting as it measures the strength
of patent protection i.e. enforcement. Trade openness index measures the flow of ideas
across borders and schooling measures the level of human capital i.e. absorptive capacity,
both which are positively associated with subsequent production of new patentable ideas.
Predictor variables are summarized in appendix 2.

3.4 Results
The synthetic Netherlands is constructed as a convex combination of potential control
countries, which most closely resembles the Netherlands in terms of patenting activity
36

Hierbij dient opgemerkt te worden dat de WIPO Nederland, België en Frankrijk ook schaart onder de landen
waar een utility model bestaat. ROW
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predictors (appendix 2) within the specified pre-treatment period (12/2002-2/2007) i.e.
before the decision of the short-term patent system abolition was made. SCM gives
following weights for potential control countries: Denmark 0.186, Belgium 0.177, Ireland
0.543, Germany 0.019 and Portugal 0.07537. All other potential control countries (Finland,
Austria, Greece, Spain, France and Italy) are assigned zero weight each. Table 1 compares
pre-treatment period patenting activity predictor means between the actual Netherlands
and the synthetic. The characteristics match relatively well except for population. The reason
for this is that the monthly patenting activity of Ireland, Denmark and Belgium match best
with patenting activity of the Netherlands as demonstrated by assigned country weights but
these countries are much smaller in population. Similarly, due to the large weight assigned
to Ireland R&D intensity between the Netherlands and the synthetic control do not match
especially well. According to OECD statistics during 2002-2006 the average R&D intensity of
Ireland was 1.2% while it was 1.9% for the Netherlands.
[Table 1 about here]
Figure 3 displays monthly domestic patenting activity for the Netherlands (black) and its
synthetic counterpart (grey) between 12/2002 and 12/2011. As monthly patenting of the
synthetic control closely tracks the trajectory of the actual Netherlands and predictor
variables match relatively well, we may assume that the synthetic control provides an
approximation of the number of patents, which would have been applied in the Netherlands
in case the short-term patent system was not abolished. The treatment effect of abolition of
the Dutch short-term patent system is then the difference between the actual Netherlands
and the synthetic one.
It seems that the announcement of patent policy amendments had a negative effect on the
level of domestic patenting activity in the short run after March 2007 (as depicted by the
black dotted line in figure 3) but the abolition of short-term patent system itself did not have
a significant effect on domestic Dutch patenting activity as the trajectories do not diverge
after June 2008 (as depicted by the red line)38. We do not observe a level drop, which would
37

These weights are also relatively robust for different specifications of predictor variables: in all cases Ireland
gets the largest weight and Belgium and Denmark second largest.
38
Similar results are obtained when the treatment period is defined to be the publication of the evaluation
report, which suggested abolition of the system, in February 2006 and also when the treatment period is
defined to be the actual abolition of the system in June 2008.
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be expected if potential short-term patent applicants ceased from applying patents.
Potential short-term patent applicants seem to have shifted to apply for normal patents as
was expected in the official documents of the Dutch Ministry of the Economy (ROW1995b
2007, p.13).
[Figure 3 about here]
When applying SCM the assessment of treatment effect

cannot be done with

standard large sample inferential techniques. Thus, alternative methods need to be used.
Abadie et al. (2010) suggest placebo tests in which the synthetic control method is applied to
every control country separately. If the effects of the treated country are large relative to
estimated effects from placebo tests to control countries, then this can be interpreted as
evidence of

Figure 4 displays the results for the placebo tests: the

black line is the gap between actual and synthetic control of the Netherlands whereas grey
lines depict the difference between monthly patenting activity and its synthetic control for
each control country39. Placebo tests verify that we do not observe a significant change in
the total number of applied domestic patents after abolition relative to control countries:
The gap between the Netherlands and its synthetic control does not differ from the gaps
between control countries and their synthetic controls.
[Figure 4 about here]

3.5 Limitations
An obvious limitation of the study is that we are missing the price information of national
patent and short-term patent protection. De Rassenfosse & van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie
(2012) have shown by comparing USPTO, JPO and EPO that patent fees can be used as an
effective policy leverage to affect the propensity to patent. Hence, patenting fees are an
important predictor of the number of patent applications in a country.
Furthermore, we are missing the number of EPO patent applications, which are designated
to sample countries, and grants that are validated in sample countries40. EPO patent

39

Gap between Germany and its synthetic control is not presented in figure 4 due to inadequate fit.
PATSTAT does not include information on designated countries, but it can be supplemented with INPADOC
database that has legal status data and also list of designated countries of EPO patents. Also PCT patent
applications are excluded from the analysis.

40
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application data would make the analysis more complete because sum of national patent,
second tier patent and EPO patent applications would construct a better outcome variable
to measure the number of all patent applications in a country. Unfortunately, EPO patent
applications are a cumbersome measure because since June 30th of 1999 there has be
E

A

seven, the designation for additional member countries was free. Harhoff et al. (2009) state

recommends use of actual validations.
Another significant caveat of the current analysis is the heterogeneity of national systems.
TRIPS agreement, which aims to strengthen and harmonize IPR systems, does not contain
any benchmark nor lay out any substantive minimum standards for national utility model
systems (Janis 1999, Königer 2009). Therefore there exist different variants of second tier
patent protection systems, which have their own national peculiarities. Finally, some
confounding factors make it difficult to distinguish the effect of short-term patent system
abolition from others. In case of the Netherlands, the introduction of patent box in 2007 is
this type of confounding factor: a major policy change, which probably had an effect on
patenting activity of Dutch inventors. The global financial crisis, which started in autumn
2008, also hit sample economies hard and led to decrease in domestic patent applications in
most sample countries. However, due to its global nature, patentees in all sample countries
faced the same global uncertainty and therefore the negative effect of financial crisis on
patenting is assumed to be relatively symmetric.

4 Conclusions
This paper has shed some light on the interaction between first and second tier patent
protection by presenting the case of short-term patent system abolition in the Netherlands.
The results indicate that the abolition in June 2008 did not lead to a level drop in the Dutch
patent applications, which indicates that potential short-term patent applicants probably
shifted to apply for normal 20 year patents as was expected by the policy makers
(ROW1995b 2007, p.13).
The results cannot be directly generalized to other second tier patent protection systems
due to country specific characteristics: The Dutch short-term patent system was probably
19

closer substitute to normal national 20 years patent than most other European second tier
patent protection systems due to the same patentability requirements. However, if legal
certainty is generally appreciated in the form of clearer intellectual property rights then one
single patent system with examination might be preferred to a combination of a patent
system with examination and a second tier patent system without examination.
Thus far there exists no documented empirical evidence on the positive effects of second
tier patent protection on innovation activity in advanced economies. Further research
should address in the spirit of Moser (2005) does second tier patent protection affect the
direction of innovation i.e. structure of R&D efforts by directing attention from more radical
inventions towards imitative and incremental inventions. Furthermore, more empirical
evidence is needed on the role of second tier patents for SMEs and individual inventors in
acquiring finance and in licensing activity.
If the second tier patent protection system does not provide any net benefits to the society
then its abolition should be considered. The pioneering decision of the Netherlands to
abolish its short-term patent system has not yet induced any other advanced economy to
make the same decision. It seems that P

(1951) famous statement holds also for

second-tier patent protection systems If national patent laws did not exist, it would be
difficult to make a conclusive case for introducing them; but the fact that they do exist shifts
the burden of proof and it is equally difficult to make a really conclusive case for abolishing
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OECD countries and second tier patent protection
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Appendix 2
List of variables
Variable
Patent applications

Description
Number of patent and second tier patent (utility
models, short-term patents) applications

Source
EPO PATSTAT database
(Spring 2014 version)

IPR index

A composite index measuring strenght of IPR
protection. Ginarte & Park (1998) provide 19801995 values and Park (2008) 1995-2005 values.

Ginarte & Park (1998)
and Park (2008)

GDP per capita

Gross domestic product per capita in 2005 dollar
prices and constant PPP

OECD

R&D expenditure

Total R&D expenditure in constant 2005 dollar
prices

OECD

R&D employment
R&D intensity
Population
Industrial employment

Number of full time equivalent R&D employees
GERD per GDP
Number of inhabitants in country
Number of employees working in the industrial
sector
Average years of schooling for population older
than 25 years
A composite index measuring country's general
economic freedom
A measure of trade openness, part of Economic
Freedom index

OECD
OECD
OECD
OECD

Schooling
Economic Freedom index
Trade Openness index

Barro & Lee (2013)
Fraser Institute,
Gwartney et al. (2014)
Fraser Institute,
Gwartney et al. (2014)
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1: Patenting activity predictor means before abolition of the Dutch short-term patent
system
The Netherlands
Patents per month per million inhabitants

Synthetic control

12.54

12.98

R&D intensity
Population

1.90
16300000

1.55
7410215

Industrial employment share
GDP per capita

0.36
34016.66

0.35
33910.16

8.69
7.92
10.98
4.67

8.67
8.08
11.06
4.65

Trade openness
Economic freedom
Schooling
IPR index

Notes: All variables are averaged over pre-treatment period, December 2002 - February
2007.

Figure 1: Worldwide utility model applications41
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WIPO statistics exclude short-term patents.
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Figure 2: Patents granted by the Dutch patent office (source: PATSTAT)
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Figure 3: Monthly patent applications per million inhabitants in the Netherlands: Synthetic
vs. actual

Figure 4: Patenting activity gaps in the Netherlands and placebo gaps in control countries
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